
Master 1 Economic Sciences  

Lesson 01 

Lesson focus: 

• Reading: Economics 

• Vocabulary: Definitions 

• Grammar: Present simple tense 

• Writing: Translation 

Economics: 

Economics is  the  study  of  how  society  allocates  scarce resources and goods. Resources 

are the inputs that society uses to produce output, called goods. Resources include inputs such 

as  labor,  capital,  and  land.  Goods  include  products such  as food,  clothing,  and  housing  

as  well  as  services  such  as  those provided  by  doctors,  repairmen,  and  police  offices. 

These resources  and  goods  are  considered  scarce  because  of society’stendency  to  

demand  more  resources  and  goods  than available. Most resources are scarce, but some are  

not  ____  for example, the air we breathe. Its price is zero. It is called a free resource  or  

good. Economics, however, is  mainly  concerned with scarce resources and goods,as scarcity 

motivated the study of how society allocates resources and goods. The term  market  refers  to  

any  arrangement  that  allow people to trade with each other. The term market system refers 

to the collection of all markets, also to the relationships among these markets. The study of 

the market system, which is subject of economics, is divided into  two  main  theories;  they  

are macroeconomics and microeconomics. Macroeconomics is the study of the market system 

on a large scale.  Macroeconomics considers  the  aggregate performance of all markets in the 

economy;  

1.  The household sector, which includes all cosumers;  

2.  The business sector, which includes all firms;  

3.  The government sector, which includes all government agencies.  

Microeconomics is the  study  of  the  market  system  on a small scale. It considers the 

individual markets that make up the market system. It is concerned with the choices made by 

small economic units such as individual consumers, individual firms and individual 

government agencies. An economic policy is a course of action that is intended to influence or 

control the behavior of the economy. Economic policies are normally implemented and  

administered  by  the government. The goals of economic policy consist of value judgement  

about  what  economic  policy  should  strive  to  achieve. While there is some disagreement 

about the  appropriate  goals of  economic  policy,  there  are  three  widely  accepted goals  

including;  



1.  Economic  growth it  means  that  the  incomes  of  all consumers  and  firms  (after  

accounting  for  inflation)  are increasing over time.  

2.  Full  employment It  means  that  every  member  of  the labor force who wants to work is 

able to find work. 

3.  Price  stability  It  means  to  prevent  increases  in  the general price level known as 

inflation, as well as  decreases in the general price level known as deflation. 

                                                                                          English for Economists 

Vocabulary : 

Labor force: The collective group who are available for employment, whether currently 

employed or unemployed ( though sometimes only those unemployed people who are seeking 

work are included). 

Market price: The price at which a product, financial instrument, service or other tradable 

item can be bought and sold at an open market. 

Goods: That which is produced, then traded, bought or sold, then finally consumed. 

Market economy: An economy in which goods and services are exchanged in a free market, 

as opposed to a state-controlled or socialist economy.  

Employment: The number or percentage of people at work. 

Economic growth: The growth of the economic output of a country. 

Economic crisis: A period of economic slowdown characterized by declining productivity 

and devaluing of financial institutions often due to reckless and unsustainable money lending. 

Commodity: Raw materials, agricultural and other primary products as objects of large-scale 

trading in specialized exchanges. 

Consumer: Someone who trades money for goods or services as an individual. 

Consumer Price Index: A statistical estimate of the level of prices of goods and services 

bought for consumption purposes by households. 

Black market: Trade that is in violation of restrictions, rationing, or price controls. 

Economics: The study of resource allocation, distribution and consumption; of capital and 

investment; and of management of the factors of production. 

Economical: Careful with money so as not to spend too much; prudent. 

Economically: In an economical manner; not wastefully; not extravagantly. 

Economists: An expert in economics or a student of economics. 



Grammar: 

The present tense: 

Present simple usage: 

• To express a repeated or usual action. Eg: I get up every day at 6 o’clock. 

• To express a scientific principle or a general fact. Eg: the sun rises in the east. 

• The SPT is used in imperative form. Eg: work hard. 

• The SPT is used in proverbs and idioms. Eg: honesty is the best policy. 

Keywords: usually, often, as usual, always, in general, every day, rarely, in these days… 

Writing: 

Translate the following passage into Arabic: 

Economists have developed the terminology to describe economic issues. This terminology is 

important because if you are going to talk about the state of the economy, you need the 

terminology to do it. Shareholder, GDP, GNP, capital, supply and demand, costs, benefits, 

exchange rate are just a few of the terms the meaning of which any educated person in 

modern society needs to know. Two terms to be introduced to you immediately are the 

economy and economics. The economy is the institutional structure through which individuals 

in a society coordinate their diverse wants or desires. Economics is the study of the economy. 

That is, economics is the study of how human beings in a society coordinate their wants and 

desires. 
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Happy learning! 


